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ABSTRACT

Storm-track analysis is applied to the meridional winds at 10 m and 850 hPa for the winters of 1999–2006.

The analysis is focused on the North Atlantic and North Pacific Ocean basins and the Southern Ocean spanning

the region south of the Indian Ocean. The spatial patterns that emerge from the analysis of the 850-hPa winds

are the typical free-tropospheric storm tracks. The spatial patterns that emerge from the analysis of the

surface winds differ from the free-tropospheric storm tracks. The spatial differences between the surface and

free-tropospheric storm tracks can be explained by the influence of the spatial variability in the instability of

the atmospheric boundary layer. Strongly unstable boundary layers allow greater downward mixing of free-

tropospheric momentum (momentum mixing), and this may be the cause of the stronger surface storm tracks

in regions with greater instability in the time mean. Principal component analysis suggests that the basin-scale

variability that is reflected in the storm-track signature is the same for the free-tropospheric and surface winds.

Separating the data based on the boundary layer stability shows that the surface storm track has a local

maximum in the region of maximum instability, even when there is no local maximum in the free-tropospheric

storm track above the region. The spatial patterns of the surface storm tracks suggest a positive feedback for

storm development as follows: 1) an existing storm generates strong free-tropospheric wind variability, 2) the

momentum mixing of the unstable boundary layers acts to increase the ocean–atmosphere energy fluxes, and

3) the fluxes precondition the lower atmosphere for subsequent storm development.

1. Introduction

Satellite data and high-resolution general circulation

models results show that sharp sea surface temperature

(SST) fronts influence the local time-mean and tran-

sient dynamics of the atmosphere. Minobe et al. (2008)

show that the differential heating across the Gulf

Stream has a significant impact on the divergence of the

time-mean winds throughout the troposphere. Using

surface wind measurements from the Quick Scatter-

ometer (QuikSCAT; Liu 2002), SST measurements from

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM; Simpson

et al. 1996), and free-tropospheric winds from European

Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

analyses Simmons and Gibson (2000), Minobe et al. show

that the SST has a significant influence on the tropospheric

wind fields and precipitation patterns. The annually av-

eraged rain pattern responds to changes in the location of

the Gulf Stream in their 50-km-resolution atmospheric

general circulation model (AGCM) runs. The SST also

influences the transient dynamics of the atmosphere.

Nakamura et al. (2008) use an AGCM to show that the

SST front in the Southern Hemisphere acts to anchor, or
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fix the location of, the wintertime storm track. They

theorize that the turbulent heat fluxes from the ocean to

the atmosphere on the warm side of the SST front re-

invigorate the low-level atmospheric baroclinicity that is

removed by wind advection associated with a passing

storm. Nakamura and Yamane (2009) show that anom-

alies in the monthly averaged surface baroclinicity fields

in the Gulf Stream region are accompanied by anoma-

lies in the mean fields of the atmosphere up to 50 hPa.

Their compositing results suggest that some of the at-

mospheric anomalies are partially caused by the position

or meridional heat transport of the Gulf Stream.

Near the surface, the SST can have a large impact on

the surface winds through interaction with the atmo-

spheric boundary layer (for a review, see Small et al.

2008). Nonaka and Xie (2003) show that the SST modifies

the boundary layer winds along the Kuroshio Extension.

Using QuikSCAT wind measurements, Chelton et al.

(2004) show for all oceans that small-scale variability

in the wind stress field is partially caused by SST anom-

alies and associated heat fluxes. This ocean–atmosphere

forcing also occurs locally (Sweet et al. 1981) and can be

attributed to the coupling of the surface winds and the

free-tropospheric winds because of the instability of the

boundary layer (Wallace et al. 1989). Following Song

et al. (2006), mixing down of momentum due to convec-

tive activity in unstable boundary layers is referred to

here as the momentum-mixing mechanism. However,

this is not the only boundary process associated with SST

fronts. Song et al. (2006) show that, during nonstorm

conditions, local, thermally forced pressure perturbations

near the Gulf Stream SST frontal region are the dominant

modifier of the cross-frontal winds. In storm conditions,

however, it appears that the momentum-mixing mecha-

nism plays a dominant role (Sampe and Xie 2007).

The signature of extratropical cyclones (ETCs), also

called midlatitude storms, in the surface wind field is

also connected to the boundary layer stability. Using

QuikSCAT satellite winds gridded to 1/48 in latitude and

longitude, Sampe and Xie (2007) count the occurrence of

10-m wind speeds in excess of 20 m s21. They state that

surface winds of this magnitude are a signature of ETC

activity, because surface winds typically reach such speeds

only if they are part of a storm. Over the Atlantic Ocean,

they find that the high-wind-frequency pattern is very

similar to that of the time-mean instability of the atmo-

spheric boundary layer. They stipulate that the high-

wind-frequency maxima correspond to locations where

the unstable boundary layer allows momentum associ-

ated with ETCs to be mixed down from aloft. Over the

Pacific Ocean and Southern Ocean, however, the maxi-

mum in the Sampe and Xie (2007) high wind frequency

occurs west of the region of largest instability, making it

difficult to invoke the momentum-mixing mechanism.

Although it is clear that the momentum-mixing mecha-

nism explains the occurrence of strong winds in some

instances, it does not appear to apply to all ocean basins.

The signature of storm activity can also be evaluated

via a storm-track analysis, using temporal filtering to

isolate the time scales of baroclinic wave activity (i.e.,

the synoptic time scale). In this paper, we define baro-

clinic wave activity as the 2.5–6-day-filtered meridional

wind or geopotential height fields, anywhere above the

atmospheric boundary layer up to 200 hPa. The storm

track is then defined as the region of maximum variance

of the specified field. Analysis of filter-based storm tracks

has aided in the understanding of the interactions of

transient eddies in the atmosphere with the jet stream in

the Northern (Lau 1988; Nakamura 1992) and Southern

Hemispheres (Lorenz and Hartmann 2001; Nakamura

and Shimpo 2004). Hoskins and Hodges (2002, hereafter

HH02) show that the patterns that emerge from the

filter-based definition of the surface storm track closely

resemble the patterns found from feature tracking of

the maxima in the meridional winds and temperature

anomalies but not necessarily the patterns obtained

from feature tracking of the sea level pressure (SLP)

minima. Because the path of the SLP minimum is tra-

ditionally associated with the path of the midlatitude

storm (i.e., the storm’s track), HH02’s results show that

‘‘storm tracks’’ is not the most appropriate term for the

patterns captured by the filter-based approach. However,

filter-based storm tracks are useful for understanding

meridional heat transport associated with transient eddies

in the atmosphere. Also, this definition of storm tracks is

firmly rooted in the literature. In this paper, storm-track

analysis refers to the method of time-filtering gridded

data and analyzing the standard deviation of the resulting

field.

Joyce et al. (2009) found that yearly anomalies of

the time-filtered surface storm tracks in the Northern

Hemisphere Pacific and Atlantic Oceans shift coherently

with yearly anomalies in the western boundary currents

(WBCs) location in the respective basins. Using 22 win-

ters, they examined correlations between the surface

storm tracks and the latent and sensible heat fluxes and

the WBC variability. They found that there was signifi-

cant change in the storm-track variability in concert with

the changes in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio Extension

at no appreciable seasonal lag, which suggests that the

ocean has an influence on the storm-track position. The

results of Joyce et al. (2009) encourage a closer look at

the surface storm tracks and their connection to the

more heavily studied upper-tropospheric storm tracks.

Sampe and Xie (2007) explain that the anchoring of

the storm tracks discussed in the opening paragraph
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(Nakamura and Shimpo 2004; Nakamura et al. 2008)

leads to larger high wind frequency near the regions

of strong SST gradients. Although their high-wind-

frequency patterns contain broad regions of maxima in

each of the ocean basins, corresponding to the storm

tracks in those basins, they do not find a tight corre-

spondence between the regions of strong surface winds

and the regions of strongest SST gradients in the Pacific

or the Southern Ocean. Moreover, because the strongest

winds in a storm can occur at different phases of each

storm’s life cycle and in different sectors at each phase,

the high-wind-frequency metric does not provide a com-

plete picture of the relationship between the ETCs, the

surface wind field, and the SST fronts.

To supplement the metric developed by Sampe and

Xie (2007), here we apply a storm-track analysis to the

surface winds to determine the influence of the stability

of the atmospheric boundary layer on the structure of

variability in the meridional surface winds. These find-

ings are reinforced with a correlation and eigenvalue

analysis to determine the relationship between surface

winds and free-tropospheric winds. This paper focuses

on the three major storm-track regions over the North

Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans and the Southern

Ocean between Africa and Australia. A comparison of

the spatial locations of the maxima in high wind fre-

quency and the surface storm track provides new in-

sights into the development of midlatitude storms and

their interaction with the surface ocean.

2. Data and methods

The data used are the 1999–2006 ECMWF operational

analyses obtained from the ECMWF data server (ds111.1

for 10-m winds and ds111.2 for 850-hPa winds). The fields

are available every 6 h with a grid resolution of 1.1258 in

latitude and longitude for 10-m winds (i.e., the surface

winds) and 2.58 for the 850-hPa winds. The reanalysis is

the output of a general circulation model with horizontal

resolution T159 (;125 km) and 40 vertical layers. The

time period of the analysis overlaps with the availability

of QuikSCAT wind measurements. The Eulerian storm

tracks derived from the ECMWF data compare well

against those derived directly from the QuikSCAT fields

(not shown). We chose to use the ECMWF data for the

sake of continuity with previous research on Eulerian

storm tracks and for the sake of comparing the results with

SST, surface air temperature (SAT), and free-tropospheric

winds from the same dataset. We define boundary layer

instability as SST minus SAT measured at 2 m, with

larger positive values indicating more instability.

The use of the QuikSCAT time period did not in-

troduce a significant bias. We compared the variances of

the filtered 850-hPa meridional winds over the 8-yr pe-

riod from 1999 to 2006 with those over the 25-yr period

from 1980 to 2005 and found no significant change in

the spatial patterns, although the fields were slightly

smoother over the longer time period. These differences

do not impact the conclusions. In this paper, we focused

on the winter months [i.e., December–February (DJF)

for the Northern Hemisphere and June–August (JJA)

for the Southern Hemisphere], when the storm tracks

are strongest and most concentrated (Nakamura 1992;

Nakamura and Shimpo 2004).

To isolate the synoptic variability, we filter the data in

time, using a 2.5–6-day bandpass filter. The 2.5–6-day

time range has been shown to offer an accurate depic-

tion of baroclinic wave activity in the synoptic time scale

(Blackmon 1976; Wallace et al. 1988). The filter used in

this study is a 10-point Butterworth filter. Note that

similar results are found when using a 10-day high-pass

filter, and when using a simpler, boxcar filter. To stream-

line the discussion, we use the ; symbol to signify the

bandpass-filtered winds (e.g., ~y10: 2.5–6-day bandpass-

filtered 10-m meridional winds).

To understand the temporal covariability of ~y10 and

~y850, we use principal component (PC) analysis. We ex-

amine the correlations between the leading patterns

of variability in the 10-m- and 850-hPa-filtered meridi-

onal winds. The resulting correlations are all significant

within a 95% confidence interval. In each of the storm-

track basins, for both ~y10 and ~y850, the first two EOFs

explain a large amount of the variance. However, based

on the North test for statistical significance (North et al.

1982), the first two modes for each variable have over-

lapping significance, meaning their spatial patterns are

not distinct. This suggests that the leading two modes are

together capturing propagating wave activity (Lau and

Lau 1990) and that the spatial pattern for either mode is

indicative of the wave activity. For each of the storm-track

basins, the leading two modes show wave activity char-

acteristic of baroclinic waves (Vera et al. 2002). The EOF

patterns seen at 850 hPa are nearly identical to those for

meridional winds at 500 hPa, as well as those for the SLP.

All of the correlations reported for the PC analysis are

statistically significant within a 95% confidence interval.

To aid our understanding of the surface storm track,

we bin the filtered winds based on the boundary layer

instability. We average the boundary layer stability over

a region in which the surface storm track is maximum to

create a time series. For the Atlantic, the region is 358–

418N, 658–508W. For the Pacific, the region is 328–368N,

1458–1608E. For the Southern Ocean, the region is 398–

458S, 558–708E. For each of these regions, the time-mean

boundary layer stability is strongly unstable. There are

very few stable days in the average over these regions.
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After separating the filtered winds based in the stability,

we look at the root-mean-square (RMS) of the binned

data. This analysis assumes that the amplitude of the fil-

tered winds at each 6-h interval represents a snapshot of

the strength of the storm-track variability, which is con-

sistent with the storm-track metric used by Nakamura

(1992). Also, this is consistent with our use of the standard

deviation definition for the entire winter. Because the

wintertime mean of the filtered winds is near zero, the

RMS and the standard deviation of the filtered winds

over the entire winter are approximately equal. The

binning results were robust to changes in the position of

the averaging area, the size of the averaging area, and

the stability value used for separating the data. Sepa-

rately, we binned the filtered winds using area averages

of the unfiltered wind direction. The results were re-

markably similar.

3. Results

a. Gulf Stream region

Over the Atlantic Ocean, the spatial pattern of the

standard deviation of ~y850 is typical of the North Atlantic

storm track as compared to other methods (reviewed

by Chang et al. 2002; Fig. 1a). There is a southwest to

northeast tilt, with a maximum near the coast of New-

foundland. The spatial patterns are nearly identical to

the patterns of the standard deviation of the bandpass-

filtered SLP and 500-hPa meridional winds (not shown),

as well as the geopotential height fields at 250 hPa and

the meridional winds at 300 hPa (e.g., Chang et al. 2002).

The location of the maximum in standard deviation of

~y
850

can be interpreted as the region of maximum baro-

clinic wave activity (Wallace et al. 1988). It is also the

location of the strongest northward meridional heat

transport by the transient eddies (Blackmon et al. 1977).

As discussed in the introduction, it corresponds to the

region of maximum intensity for an ensemble of strong

wind events, based on feature tracking (HH02). This

pattern is referred to here as the free-tropospheric storm

track.

The standard deviation of ~y
10

(Fig. 1b) shows a pattern

that differs from the free-tropospheric storm track. Al-

though both patterns show a southwest to northeast tilt,

the locations of their largest values differ. For the fil-

tered surface winds, the largest values occur near 408N,

708W and extend along the 408N parallel, turning north

FIG. 1. (a) The free-tropospheric storm track, defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered meridional

winds at 850 hPa. Colors and contours show the same data, with 0.5 (thick lines) and 0.25 m s21 (thin lines) contour

intervals. (b) The surface storm track, defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered meridional winds at

10 m, with colors and contours as in (a). (c) Wintertime mean for air–sea instability (SST minus SAT) of the at-

mospheric boundary layer. Color and contours show the same data, with contour interval of 18C. The blue and

magenta boxes indicate the locations where the time correlations are calculated (see text). (d) Estimate of the surface

storm track as defined in the text (dark gray shading) and surface storm track [contours; same data as shown in (b)].

The mean path of the Gulf Stream, derived from altimetry data, is shown in white in (b),(c), and (d).
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near 508W, toward the maximum aloft, whereas there is

a minimum near the Grand Banks, around 458N, 52.58W

(Fig. 1b). We refer to this spatial pattern as the surface

storm track.

The momentum-mixing mechanism exerts a strong

influence on the spatial pattern of the surface storm

track. There is a maximum in the surface storm track

along the Gulf Stream, where the boundary layer is

usually unstable (because of the warm SST in the core of

the Gulf Stream), whereas the surface storm track is

weakened north of the Gulf Stream, where the boundary

layer is more stable (Fig. 1c). This suggests that down-

ward momentum mixing is enhanced (damped) when

the boundary layer is more unstable (stable). To aid in

the visualization of the role of momentum mixing in

creating the surface storm track, an estimate of the lo-

cation of the surface storm track is created using the

spatial patterns of the free-tropospheric storm track and

the mean wintertime boundary layer instability. The esti-

mated surface storm track is defined as grid points (on the

2.58 grid) in which the values of the free-tropospheric

storm track and boundary layer instability are in the upper

quartiles of their respective distributions for the ocean

basin (Fig. 1d). Note that varying the domain used for

this calculation requires changes in the cutoff quartile

used. However, the results suggest the same relation-

ship: free-tropospheric storm track 1 unstable boundary

layer 5 surface storm track. There is good agreement

between the location of the estimated (in color) and ac-

tual (contours) surface storm track (Fig. 1d). The smallest

cutoff contour in the actual surface storm track that

is covered by the estimated storm track is equal to

3.75 m s21. The alignment of the actual and estimated

storm track suggests that the momentum-mixing mech-

anism, combined with the structure of the free-tropo-

spheric storm track, explain the spatial pattern of the

surface storm track.

The spatial patterns in the wintertime mean boundary

layer instability is a result of the interactions of the

ocean currents and the advection of cold continental air.

There is an instability maximum along the warm flank of

the Gulf Stream that wraps to the north near 508W,

following the path of the North Atlantic Current (Fig.

1c). When cold continental air blows over this warm

water, the boundary layer is unstable and strong turbu-

lent fluxes of heat occur. These cold air advection events

are called cold air outbreaks (CAOs) and usually occur

as ETCs exit the Gulf Stream region because of the

winds blowing from the northeast behind the cold front

of the cyclones (Vukovich et al. 1991). Because these

events occur regularly in the winter and consist of strong

winds and strong temperature contrasts, the regions of

large instability in the time mean correspond with the

regions of large turbulent fluxes of heat from the ocean

to the atmosphere (Yu and Weller 2007). There is a

minimum in instability southeast of the coast of New-

foundland, which is coincident with cold slope water and

its source, the Labrador Current (Fig. 1c). Along the shelf,

the water is shallow (;50 m) and therefore the ocean can

be cooled quickly from top to bottom in the winter.

Farther from the coast, the advection of cold water by

the Labrador Current brings even colder water into the

region (Dupont et al. 2006). In both locations, the in-

stability is minimal and CAOs are not felt as strongly at

the surface as over the warm Gulf Stream.

The PC analysis of filtered meridional winds suggests

that the 10-m and 850-hPa winds have strong temporal

covariability. PC 1 and PC 2 of ~y10 explain 16% and 15%

of the variance, respectively; for ~y850, PC 1 and PC 2

explain 17% and 16% of the variance. The location of

the maximum (or minimum) within each wave in EOF 1

for ~y
10

is located south of the corresponding maximum

for ~y850 (Fig. 2), consistent with the patterns seen in the

standard deviation fields. The principal components for

EOF 1 from 850 hPa and EOF 1 from the surface winds

have a time correlation of 0.82. This suggests a strong

covariability of the surface and 850-hPa winds for the

entire storm-track basin.

The binning results show that, when the boundary

layer is most unstable, the surface storm track is strong

even when the storm track aloft is not. We separate the

data into two bins, one with strongly unstable days and

one with the rest of the winter days, using an area av-

erage of the boundary layer stability in the region along

the Gulf Stream extension (the averaging region is

shown in Figs. 3a,d). The top quartile of unstable days

has a maximum in the surface storm track along the

region of strong instability (Fig. 3c). Meanwhile, the

free-tropospheric storm track is relatively weak over

this region (Fig. 3b, see the figure caption for details on

the contouring). Averaging the unfiltered winds for the

strongly unstable days reveals a wind circulation (at both

10 m and 850 mb) that is typical of a large storm exiting

the Gulf Stream region, moving toward the northeast:

there are northwest to southeast winds west of 508W,

advecting cold continental air over the Gulf Stream and

southwest to northeast winds east of 508W (vectors in

Fig. 3a). Thus, the top quartile of instability occurs during

the tail end of storms, after their cold fronts have moved

through the Gulf Stream region; these wind events also

are categorized as cold air outbreaks (Vukovich et al.

1991). The differences in the ~y
850

and ~y
10

RMS fields for

the strongly unstable days (Figs. 3b,c) suggest that the

surface storm track can be strong even when the free-

tropospheric strong track is moderate. This result is

consistent with our postulate that momentum mixing
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enhances the surface storm track in regions where the

boundary layer is strongly unstable.

The binning results show that the surface and free-

tropospheric storm tracks are nearly collocated if we

remove the winds associated with the tail end of storms

(Figs. 3e,f). The maximum in RMS for the ~y10 and ~y850

are similar, and the slight difference can be partially

attributed to the vertical tilt with height that is typical of

individual storms (Yin and Battisti 2004). The largest

difference is predominantly caused by the land whereby

~y
10

decays near the land because surface friction is much

greater over land than over water. There is a second

region with a large difference, close to the North Caro-

lina coast, in which the surface storm track has a maxi-

mum but the free-tropospheric storm track does not;

however, Fig. 3d shows that this region also has large

instability and thus may be due to momentum mixing.

The strongest free-tropospheric and surface storm track

occurs when the leading edge of the storms passes through

the Gulf Stream region (not shown). In the leading edge of

the storms, winds blow from the southwest to northeast,

advecting warm subtropical air northward. This causes the

boundary layer in the region over the Gulf Stream to

become stable or weakly unstable. Binning the filtered

winds about the weakly unstable days reveals a strongly

collocated surface and free-tropospheric storm track, and

the variability of the winds was very strong (not shown).

These events occurred only 10% of the winter days;

however, they show that the surface and free-tropospheric

storm tracks can have vertical coherence, even when the

boundary layer is only weakly unstable.

The surface storm track defined here for the Atlantic

basin and the Joyce et al. (2009) vorticity-based storm

track have very similar temporal variability. Repeating

the Joyce et al. (2009) analysis, we filtered the 10-m

relative vorticity for the 2–8-day band. The leading

principal components for the meridional winds–based

and relative vorticity–based storm tracks have a cor-

relation of 0.91. It is worth noting that this strong cor-

relation occurred only when the EOF analysis was

confined to a region south of 508N. This result makes

sense in light of the fact that the bandpass filtering did

not have the same effect on the surface relative vorticity

field that it did on other atmospheric variables: for the

10-m relative vorticity, the time filtering did not reduce

the large variability signal in the Icelandic low region.

For all of the free-tropospheric variables, as well as the

10-m winds and sea level pressure, time filtering reduces

the variability signal in the region surrounding the Aleu-

tian low. Because of this difference, the EOF analysis of

surface relative vorticity using the entire Atlantic basin

does not isolate the Gulf Stream basin’s storm activity.

Instead, it also captures a lot of the winds and storms as-

sociated with Greenland. However, the bandpass-filtered

vorticity in the Gulf Stream region is analogous to our

surface storm track, as evidenced by the sub-508N EOF

analysis, and Joyce et al. used the filtered surface vor-

ticity data from this region for their study.

b. Kuroshio region

The spatial pattern of the standard deviation of ~y850

resembles the typically defined Pacific storm track

FIG. 2. Leading EOF of the bandpass-filtered meridional winds at 850 hPa (colors) and leading

EOF of the bandpass-filtered meridional winds at 10 m (contours).
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(reviewed in Chang et al. 2002; Fig. 4a). The maximum is

located near the center of the North Pacific Ocean (458N,

1808W). This pattern also appears in the standard devi-

ation of SLP and 500-hPa meridional winds (not shown),

as well as other atmospheric fields such as the 250-hPa

height field (e.g., Chang et al. 2002). A comparison with

the feature tracking results of HH02 shows that, in the

Pacific, the storm-track analysis maximum coincides with

the region of maximum intensity of the surface lows.

Thus, as in the Atlantic, we can consider the maximum

in free-tropospheric storm-track activity as representa-

tive of the region of strongest baroclinic wave activity.

The spatial pattern of the surface storm track differs

from that of the free-tropospheric storm track in the

North Pacific as it did in the North Atlantic. The maxi-

mum of the surface storm track is south and east of the

maximum of the free-tropospheric storm track (Fig. 4b).

There is an area of strong variability in ~y
10

that extends

from the center of the North Pacific all the way to the

east coast of Japan. This southwestward extension is not

present in the free-tropospheric storm track, but it is

coincident with the region of strong boundary layer in-

stability (Fig. 4c). There is considerable overlap between

the actual surface storm track and our predicted surface

storm track (estimated with the method described in

section 3a; Fig. 4d). The smallest closed contour in the

actual surface storm track that overlaps the predicted

storm track is equal to 4.25 m s21. From this, we argue

that the regions of maximum standard deviation in the

filtered surface winds may be explained by a coincidence

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) The binned days of strongly unstable boundary conditions area averaged over (a),(d) the box shown

in magenta. (d)–(f) All other days: that is, the weakly unstable and stable bins. (a),(d) The binned mean of the

stability and the unfiltered wind (vectors); average sized vector is 3.5 m s21. (b),(e) The free-tropospheric storm

track, using the RMS [contours: (b) 5.8 and 6.1 m s21 and (e) 6.1 and 6.6 m s21]. (c),(f) The surface storm track, using

the RMS [contours: (c) 3.9 and 4.2 m s21 and (f) 4.1 and 4.4 m s21]. The contours for figures (b)–(f) correspond to the

top 12.5% and top 6% for the basin.
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of a strong free-tropospheric storm track and strong sur-

face instability.

The region of large instability in the boundary layer is

created by the advection of cold air over the Kuroshio

front. As in the Atlantic, cold air outbreaks in the Pacific

occur when eastward winds advect cold continental air

over the warmer ocean. The instability generated by

cold air over warm water is accentuated in the Kuroshio

Extension, where the strong western boundary current

advects warm water north and east (Fig. 4c). This region

corresponds to the area of the largest turbulent heat

fluxes (Yu and Weller 2007).

The time series analyses in the North Pacific Ocean

show that the major patterns in the winds at both heights

vary together in time, consistent with the results found in

the North Atlantic Ocean. The maxima (minima) in the

wave structure of the EOFs at 10 m are south of their

corresponding maxima (minima) at 850 hPa, which is also

consistent with the spatial patterns seen in their standard

deviations. The first two leading eigenvalues combine to

explain 32% of the variability in the 10-m-filtered me-

ridional winds and 33% of the variability in the 850-hPa

winds. The correlation of the leading principal compo-

nents for 10 m and 850 hPa is 0.87. This suggests that,

on a basin scale, the leading pattern of variability in the

filtered meridional winds at both 850 hPa and 10 m is

baroclinic wave activity.

The stability-based binning results for the Pacific are

also consistent with momentum-mixing ideas. The top

quartile of unstable days show a strong surface storm

track in the region of high boundary layer instability,

despite the weak free-tropospheric storm track in the re-

gion (Figs. 5b,c). The largest instability for a regional

average (region is shown in Figs. 5a,d) likely occurs when

the winds are advecting cold air south and west. The time

mean of the unfiltered winds for the highly unstable days

confirm this wind pattern (Fig. 5a). As in the Atlantic, the

mean of the binned unfiltered winds picks out a vortical

wind pattern, which is somewhat indicative of an indi-

vidual midlatitude storm circulation, although for the

Pacific the circulation pattern is larger than a typical

storm (Fig. 5a). In the Pacific, the surface storm track

highlights this circulation pattern, with strong variability

in the southward winds (centered at 1508E) in the trailing

edge of the storm and strong variability in the northward

winds (centered at 1708E) at the leading edge of the storm.

It is the strong surface storm track in the tail of the storms

(where the free-tropospheric storm track is moderate)

that contributes to the differences in the surface and free-

tropospheric storm-track maxima shown in Figs. 4a,b.

FIG. 4. (a) The free-tropospheric storm track, defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered meridional

winds at 850 hPa, colored and contoured at 0.5 (thick lines) and 0.25 m s21 (thin lines). (b) The surface storm track,

defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered meridional winds at 10 m, with color and contours as in (a).

(c) Wintertime mean of the instability (SST minus SAT) of the atmospheric boundary layer, colored and contoured

at 18C intervals. The blue and magenta boxes indicate the locations where the time correlations are calculated

(see text). (d) Estimate of the surface storm track as defined in the text (dark gray shading) and actual surface storm

track [contours, same data as shown in (b)]. The mean path of the Kuroshio Extension, derived from altimetry data,

is shown in white in (b)–(d).
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As in the Atlantic, the strongest variability in the free-

tropospheric and surface storm track occurs when the

leading edge of storms is traveling over the western

boundary current region. The weakest instability in the

boundary layer above the Kuroshio Extension is expec-

ted when warm fronts move over the region. Binning the

least unstable days (using the area-averaged time series)

resulted in a mean, unfiltered wind field typical of a

storm whose center is located just east of Japan (not

shown). For these weakly stable days, the surface and

free-tropospheric storm tracks had their maxima in the

same location, and they had the strongest standard de-

viation (;6 m s21 for the 10-m winds) of any of the

stability-based bins that we examined (not shown). This

result shows that a strongly unstable boundary layer is

not required to mix large amounts of momentum to the

surface.

c. Southern Hemisphere

The spatial pattern of the standard deviation of ~y
850

reflects the typical Southern Hemisphere storm track

south of the Indian Ocean (Nakamura and Shimpo

2004). In the winter (JJA), the Southern Hemisphere

storm track is concentrated in the region extending from

108W to 1208E, with a maximum spanning 128 of latitude

centered around 528S (Fig. 6a). This pattern can be seen

in the filtered winds at 500 hPa as well (not shown).

Compared to the storm tracks shown in Nakamura and

Shimpo (2004), our 850-hPa storm track has a less dis-

tinct maximum. However, the maximum at 508S, 458E

shown in Fig. 6a is the same as the maximum seen in

Fig. 1b of Nakamura et al. (2008). A comparison of the

filter-based storm track and that of a composite of storms

found using feature tracking shows that the Southern

Hemisphere winter storm track is coincident with the

region of strong northward wind and positive tempera-

ture anomalies (Hoskins and Hodges 2005). The Hoskins

and Hodges study also shows that this Southern Hemi-

sphere storm track has a genesis region near 428S be-

tween 558 and 758E and a second genesis region for the

same longitude band near the ice edge at 578S. The dual

genesis region leads to a meridional broadening of the

region of the eddy activity captured by storm-track anal-

ysis and explains why our Southern Hemisphere free-

tropospheric storm track (Fig. 6a) is more diffuse than its

Northern Hemisphere counterparts.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3, but contours are (b),(e) 6.5 and 7 m s21; (c) 3.9 and 4.1 m s21; and (f) 4.0 and 4.3 m s21.
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The spatial pattern for the standard deviation of

~y10 appears to reflect the dual influence of the free-

tropospheric storm track and the momentum-mixing

mechanism in unstable boundary layers. Although the

maximum for the free-tropospheric storm track spans

108 of latitude centered around 528S, the surface storm

track has maxima along both 428 and 588S (Fig. 6b). The

latitudinal structure in the surface storm track is co-

incident with the spatial pattern of time-mean boundary

layer stratification (Fig. 6c). The surface storm-track lo-

cation is estimated by picking out the grid points in which

the free-tropospheric storm track and the boundary layer

instability are both above their respective mean values

(Fig. 6d). For the Southern Hemisphere, weaker thresh-

olds are used for the free-tropospheric storm track and

the time-mean stability, because the free-tropospheric

storm track is more diffuse than its Northern Hemisphere

counterparts and because there are two separate unstable

regions in the boundary layer. The resulting pattern has

a strong resemblance to the spatial pattern seen in the

actual surface storm track.

The large instability along 428S occurs along the re-

gion of the strongest SST front (Nakamura et al. 2008),

a region of surface baroclinicity. Feature tracking shows

it to be a genesis region for ETCs (Hoskins and Hodges

2005, Patoux et al. 2009). The instability maximum along

608S is associated with the sea ice edge. It is also a sur-

face baroclinic zone and a genesis region for ETCs in the

winter (Hoskins and Hodges 2005). This surface storm-

track maximum along the ice edge is distinct from the

other surface storm-track maxima, because it does not

occur in a region of strong surface currents.

The spatial pattern of the surface storm in the Southern

Ocean affirms that the surface wind variability is not

some artifact related to contamination of the QuikSCAT

data resulting from rainfall (Weissman et al. 2002). For

the Atlantic and Pacific basins, the surface storm-track

maxima correspond to the regions of heavy precipitation

(Simmons and Gibson 2000). However, in the Southern

Ocean, the strong surface storm-track regions are not all

coincident with the region of maximum precipitation (see

Nakamura et al. 2008, Fig. 1a). Therefore, we can say with

confidence that the increased variability in the surface

winds is not an artifact of noise caused by precipitation in

the QuikSCAT data that is assimilated into the ECMWF

reanalysis dataset.

The high correlation between the leading principal

components of ~y10 and ~y850 suggests that the variability

in the surface winds is coincident in time with the vari-

ability at 850 hPa. As in the Atlantic, the two leading

modes of variability at both 10 m and 850 hPa capture

baroclinic wave activity (not shown). The first two modes

of ~y
10

explain a combined 37% of the variance, whereas

the first two modes of ~y
850

explain 32% of the variance.

The leading principal components have a correlation

of 0.80.

The stability-based binning results for the Southern

Hemisphere also show an enhanced surface storm track

FIG. 6. (a) The upper-tropospheric storm track, defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered me-

ridional winds at 850 hPa, colored and contoured at 0.5 (thick lines) and 0.25 m s21 (thin lines). (b) The surface storm

track, defined as the standard deviation of the bandpass-filtered meridional winds at 10 m, with color and contour as

in (a). (c) Wintertime mean instability (SST minus SAT) of the atmospheric boundary layer: color and contours show

the same data, colored and contoured at 18C intervals. The blue and magenta boxes indicate the locations where the

time correlations are calculated (see text). (d) Estimate of the surface storm track as defined in the text (dark gray

shading) and surface storm track [contours, same data as shown in (b)].
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during the most unstable days. The area-averaging re-

gion used (Figs. 7a,d) corresponds to the surface storm-

track maximum near 428S and 608E. This is the location

of the maximum in the wintertime mean sensible and

latent heat flux (Nakamura et al. 2008). We repeated the

binning using the area-averaged stability in the region of

the surface storm-track maximum along 578S and found

consistent results: the surface storm track is enhanced

compared to the free-tropospheric storm track during the

most unstable days, regardless of the strength of the free-

tropospheric storm track above it (Figs. 7b,c). The mean

field for the unfiltered winds from the unstable bin showed

a pattern consistent with storms having recently passed

over the area-averaging region (Fig. 7a). Unlike in the

Northern Hemisphere, there was not as strong a corre-

spondence between the surface and free-tropospheric

storm tracks when the most unstable days were excluded

(Figs. 7e,f). This may relate to the greater latitudinal

variations in the location of the free-tropospheric storm

tracks in this region.

4. Summary and discussion

Storm-track analysis of the surface winds in the North

Atlantic reveals a spatial pattern that appears to be a man-

ifestation of the free-tropospheric storm track modified

by the spatial pattern of the instability of the atmospheric

boundary layer. We theorize that a momentum-mixing

mechanism causes the distinct spatial structure differ-

ences between the free-tropospheric storm track and the

surface storm track. The variability aloft is the primary

driver of the variability at the surface, as seen from the

strong covariability of the meridional winds, based on

principal component analysis. Stability-based binning

results show that different patterns in the surface and

free-tropospheric storm tracks occur when there is large

boundary layer instability, with the surface storm track

enhanced in regions of strong instability.

The stability-based binning results show a connection

between strongly unstable boundary layers and surface

wind variability, but they also show that the enhancement

FIG. 7. (a)–(c) The binned days of strongly unstable boundary conditions area averaged over (a),(d) the box

shown in magenta. (d)–(f) All other days: that is, the weakly unstable and stable bin. (a),(d) The binned mean of the

stability and the unfiltered winds (vectors); average sized vector is 3.0 m s21. For (d), every other longitudinal

vector used is omitted, so that the arrow direction can be seen. (b),(e) The free-tropospheric storm track, using the

RMS [contours: (b) 6.4 and 6.7 m s21 and (e) 5.9 and 6.1 m s21]. (c),(f) The surface storm track, using the RMS

[contours: (c) 4.6 and 4.8 m s21 and (f) 4.2 and 4.25 m s21]. The contours for (b)–(f) correspond to the top 25% and

top 12.5% for the basin.
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of momentum mixing by the instability of the boundary

layer is not the only factor in determining the surface

storm track. For the days in which the boundary layer is

stable and weakly unstable, the surface storm-track maxi-

mum is coincident with the free-tropospheric storm-track

maximum. It is clear from these results that advecting

momentum to the surface does not require a strongly

unstable boundary layer. Instead, strong variability in

the surface winds can occur in two ways: 1) because of

some mechanism, such as a storm front, that generates

strong wind variability at the surface and in the free tro-

posphere in the presence of moderate momentum mixing

(e.g., Stull 1988) and 2) enhanced vertical mixing result-

ing from the presence of a strongly unstable boundary

layer, in which case the free-tropospheric wind variability

does not need to be particularly strong.

Although the causality of momentum mixing for the

most unstable days cannot be proven with the data avail-

able for this study, it provides a likely scenario in the ab-

sence of any other more convincing theory. One could

imagine that another process determines the surface

winds, which in turn would create the strong boundary

layer instability. However, not all large instability regions

have strong winds, and oceanic processes are known to

strongly influence the boundary layer stability. One could

also invoke mesoscale structures embedded in fronts or

cross-frontal ageostrophic circulations; however, the bin-

ning results suggest that the differences between the sur-

face and free-tropospheric storm tracks primarily occur in

the lee of the cold fronts, not within frontal regions.

The variance maximum in ~y10 near the Gulf Stream is

not an artifact introduced by the filtering procedure. The

standard deviation of the unfiltered 10-m meridional

winds is also large in the region extending zonally along

the Gulf Stream with a minimum over the Grand Banks

region (not shown). The differences between the stan-

dard deviation for the filtered and unfiltered wind fields

are primarily in the northeastern Atlantic. The 2.5–

6-day-filtered fields at any height in the atmosphere

show substantially less variability than the correspond-

ing unfiltered data for this region near the Icelandic low,

which is also considered the storm-track exit region.

This is an area in which ETCs tend to clump as one storm

overtakes another storm that has stalled (Mailier et al.

2006), and it is the region of maximum low-frequency

atmospheric variability (e.g., Thompson and Wallace

2000). In their mature and near-lysisges, storms become

more vortical and symmetric about their centers when

they are fully developed (Holton 2004). This means that

developed storms have more similar wind patterns than

developing storms. This may also help to explain why the

2.5–6-day variability is larger near the storm-track en-

trances when compared to the storm exits, despite the fact

that storm winds averaged over the entire storm may tend

to be stronger when storms are fully developed.

In the Atlantic basin, the location of the surface storm-

track maximum is not representative of the composite

of paths of midlatitude storms (not shown). The free-

tropospheric storm-track maximum is collocated with the

maximum found using the filtered SLP, and it is more

indicative of the mean path that individual storms take.

From HH02 (their Fig. 6b), it is clear that the path of

storms has no local minimum near the coastline or south-

east of Newfoundland. Only the surface storm track has

a minimum in this location, and that seems to be caused

by the momentum mixing in two ways: 1) enhancement

of the surface variability over the warmer waters far-

ther away from the coastline and 2) weaker momentum

mixing in the strongly stable region southeast of New-

foundland. This region of strong stability is unique to the

Atlantic basin.

The storm-track analysis was repeated for the Kur-

oshio region and produced similar results: the spatial

pattern for the surface storm track may be explained by

a dual influence of the free-tropospheric storm track and

the stability of the boundary layer. In the North Pacific

Ocean, the difference between the 850-hPa and surface

storm tracks is not as large as in the North Atlantic

Ocean for two reasons: 1) the Pacific Ocean lacks the

strongly stable boundary layer offshore that character-

izes the Atlantic Ocean southeast of Newfoundland and

2) the Pacific Ocean free-tropospheric storm track is

located farther east of the coastal region where cold air

outbreaks occur. However, the likely role that an un-

stable boundary layer plays in determining the surface

storm track can be seen in the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 4b),

because the surface storm track extends west of the

maximum in the free-tropospheric storm track, in cor-

respondence with the unstable boundary layer.

For the Southern Ocean, the spatial pattern in the

surface storm track is consistent the dual influence on

surface winds of the free-tropospheric storm track and

the boundary layer stability. There exists a region of

strong instability and strong ~y
10

in the boundary layer

away from the strong surface currents. This reinforces

the argument that the primary variability of the winds on

the synoptic time scale is driven by variability aloft

rather than variability in the SST or ocean surface cur-

rents. However, the Southern Ocean storm track is the

least consistent of the three basins discussed here, and it

warrants further study, especially with regard to the air–

sea interactions.

The differences between the surface storm track and

the high-wind-frequency metric of Sampe and Xie (2007;

discussed in the introduction) suggest that the surface

storm track captures the wind variability associated with
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storm development. In the North Pacific, the high wind

frequency has a maximum near the center of the ocean

basin, in the region of strongest storm intensity (HH02

and Fig. 4a). Because the high-wind-frequency metric

measures the strongest storm winds, it captures the storms

in their mature phase (for a summary of ETC life cycles,

see Holton 2004). In contrast, the surface storm-track

maximum is closer to Asia and the Kuroshio Extension

(Fig. 8a). This corresponds to the region of ETC genesis

(HH02), and it is the entrance of the free-tropospheric

storm track (e.g., Chang et al. 2002). A similar difference

exists in the Atlantic (Fig. 8b). The high-wind-frequency

maximum is close to the maximum in the storm track aloft

(Fig. 1a), where storm intensity is a maximum (HH02).

In contrast, the surface storm track has its maximum

near the entrance of the free-tropospheric storm track,

which occurs near the Gulf Stream (e.g., Chang et al.

2002). From our stability-based binning results, we can

see that the distinct signature of the surface storm track

is partially caused by the winds from the storms exiting

the WBC regions (i.e., cold air outbreaks). These events

can also be considered the development stages for the

next storm that will generate in this region (Vukovich

et al. 1991).

The closer agreement between the high wind fre-

quency and the surface storm track in the Atlantic as

compared to the Pacific emphasizes the differences in

the SST structures in the two basins. In addition, the

mean cyclone path is a reflection of the direction of

the time-mean winds at the steering level (700 hPa) of

the storms (Wallace et al. 1988). In the Atlantic, the

time-mean winds at the steering level have a southwest

to northeast tilt; in the Pacific, they are more zonal, and

this is reflected in the free-tropospheric storm tracks

(Figs. 1a, 4a). The direction of the steering winds in the

Atlantic causes the majority of storms to travel over the

warm waters east of the North Atlantic Current as they

are developing. These warm waters in the center of the

ocean basin allow momentum mixing to create large

values in both the surface storm track and the high-wind-

frequency metric. There are no analogous warm waters

in the region of the developed storms in the Pacific; as

a result, the surface storm track does not extend east-

ward into the region of the strong high wind frequency.

The time-mean surface winds also contribute to the

differences between the surface storm track and the high

wind frequency. Surface westerlies in the midlatitudes

result from the meridional and vertical momentum fluxes

associated with the transient eddies in the atmosphere.

These winds are crucial for closing the angular momen-

tum budget of the atmosphere (e.g., Hartmann 1994);

however, they are not included in the storm-track analysis

(the filtering removes the mean). The mean winds are

included in the high-wind-frequency metric, and Sampe

and Xie (2007) note their importance. Because the mean

winds are strongest near the center of the ocean basin,

where the transient eddies fluxes are largest, the high-

wind-frequency maximum occurs east of the surface

storm-track maximum. However, it is the momentum-

mixing mechanism that explains why the surface storm-

track maxima occur on the western side of the ocean

basins.

The surface storm-track patterns suggest that the

Nakamura et al. (2008) theory of SST fronts anchoring

the storm tracks may be enhanced by a storm-seeding

feedback. Nakamura et al. (2008) show that the differ-

ential turbulent surface fluxes on either side of a strong

meridional SST gradient reset the surface baroclinic

zone that individual storms remove through temperature

advection. The rapid reset of the surface baroclinicity

allows another storm to form in the region if the upper-

level wave conditions are favorable to storm formation.

This, in effect, allows the SST gradient to anchor the

storm tracks. We have suggested here that the instability

of the boundary layer mixes down momentum associated

with storms, and this primarily occurs in regions where

FIG. 8. Frequency of strong wind events based on the unfiltered wind speed at 10 m (color) and surface storm track

as defined in Fig. 1 (contours): (a) North Pacific Ocean and (b) North Atlantic Ocean. Units for the color shading are

percentage of wind speed greater than 20 m s21 for all days of winter. The contours are at the same interval defined in

Fig. 1.
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the SST is high. This mechanism might be a positive

feedback for the storm track: the transfer of momentum

down the unstable boundary layer causes stronger winds,

which in turn enhance the surface fluxes and precondition

the boundary layer for the next possible storm moving

through the region. This notion is supported by individual

modeling studies of storms that develop over the Gulf

Stream region. Reed et al. (1993) show the importance of

the latent and sensible heat fluxes during the 24 h prior

to the development of the storm. When they turn off the

fluxes in their model simulation, the storm is signifi-

cantly weaker than with surface fluxes turned on.

Therefore, it is likely that the enhanced fluxes caused by

momentum mixing provide additional moisture and

heat to the lower region of the unstable boundary layer,

creating a favorable environment for further storm de-

velopment.

In summary, the location of maxima in the surface

storm track suggests the importance of the SST structure

in providing an ocean–atmosphere forcing on midlati-

tude storms. For all three of the ocean basins, the surface

storms capture the same temporal variability as the free-

tropospheric storms. However, the surface storm-track

maximum occurs near the entrance of the free-tropo-

spheric storm track causing the two to have different

spatial signatures. We show that this may be an effect of

the large boundary layer instability in the entrance re-

gions of the free-tropospheric storm track. However, it is

also likely that the stronger boundary layer instability

helps in anchoring the position of the free-tropospheric

storm tracks, because the surface winds exert direct con-

trol on the turbulent energy fluxes between the ocean and

the atmosphere.
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